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Abstract. Collective motion is of interest to laymen and scientists in different fields.

In groups of animals, many patterns of collective motion arise such as polarized

schools and mills (i.e. circular motion). Collective motion can be generated in

computational models of different degrees of complexity. In these models moving

individuals coordinate with others nearby. In the more complex models, individuals

are attracting each other, aligning their headings, and avoiding collisions. Simpler

models may include only one or two of these types of interactions. The collective

pattern that interests us here is milling, which is observed in many animal species. It

has been reproduced in the more complex models, but not in simpler models that are

based only on alignment, such as the well-known Vicsek model. Our aim is to provide

insight in the minimal conditions required for milling by making minimal modifications

to the Vicsek model. Our results show that milling occurs when both the field of view

and the maximal angular velocity are limited. Remarkably, apart from milling, our

minimal model also exhibits many of the other patterns of collective motion observed

in animal groups.

PACS numbers: 87.10.-e, 87.10.Mn, 05.65.+b, 45.50.-j, 64.60.-i

Keywords: Collective behaviour, Vicsek model, Milling, Self-propelled particles
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1. Introduction

Collective phenomena of self-propelled particles have recently attracted wide and

interdisciplinary scientific interest [1]. In nature many different eye-catching patterns of

collective motion are observed in groups of animals such as flocks of birds and schools

of fish: for instance, animals form polarized groups of different shapes, like travelling

bands and mills (i.e. circular motion) [1, 2, 3, 4].

Collective motion has been represented in computational models of different degrees

of complexity. In these models, moving individuals coordinate with others nearby. More

complex models are based on mutual attraction, alignment of headings, and avoidance

of collisions with others [1, 5, 6, 7]. Simpler models comprise only one or two of these

types of interactions [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. We focus on a particular pattern of

collective motion, milling, that arises in fish schools and also in other species, like for

example ants. It is a rotating circular formation of animals, where individuals turn

around a common center, also referred to as circular motion and vortex state [15, 16].

Its function is still unclear [17].

Milling has been observed to emerge in models of collective motion based on

avoidance, alignment, and attraction (so-called zonal models, because concentric rings

around particles define zones of avoidance, alignment and attraction) [5, 17, 18, 19], in

models using distance-dependent interaction-potentials that give rise to attractive and

repulsive forces [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], in models with attraction and speed-dependent

alignment [8], and in models including only attraction [9, 10, 11].

In all these cases the space in which individuals move is free of confining walls.

In such environments, milling has not (yet) been shown in models which include only

alignment interactions. In these models, collective circular motion has been shown

only if particles are confined by circular walls, and circular motion emerges due to the

alignment interaction with the walls [26, 27]. There are several models of self-propelled

particle dynamics with only alignment [26, 28, 29]. The well-known Vicsek model is

famous for its phase transition from the disordered phase (in which all particles head

in random directions) to the ordered phase (in which all particles move collectively in a

single direction) [28].

The objective of the present study is to investigate whether milling emerges after

modifying the original Vicsek model (without walls) [28]. We show that by introducing

a limited field of view and a bounded maximal angular velocity of particles, particles

form stable mills. Our modified model also generates a variety of patterns of collective

motion beyond milling, such as bands, lines, and fronts.

2. Model

Our model is a two-dimensional model with periodic boundary conditions; it is a

modified version of the Vicsek model, which we here briefly recall.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the field of view φ. a) Vicsek model: particles have an all-round

field of view. b) Modified Vicsek model: particles have a blind angle behind them.

Black arrows represent the orientation θ of particles.

2.1. The Vicsek model

N point-particles move continuously (off-lattice) on a two dimensional square of lateral

size L with periodic boundary conditions. The particles are characterized by their

position xi and their orientation given by the angle θi ∈ [0◦, 360◦). The starting

configuration is with particles at random positions with random orientations. Particles

move at constant speed v in direction of their orientation θi. Particles interact with

other particles if they are closer than the interaction range r, which we choose as unit

of length (r = 1). The time unit is the time interval between two updates of positions

and orientations, ∆t = 1. The equation of motion reads:

xi(t+ ∆t) = xi(t) + vi(t)∆t (1)

where vi is the velocity vector with speed v and orientation θi. The orientation updates

as follows:

θi(t+ ∆t) = 〈θj(t)〉r + ∆θi (2)

where 〈θj(t)〉r denotes the average orientation of particles (including particle i) at

distance smaller than r (interaction range) from particle i, and where ∆θi represents

the rotational noise, which is a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval

[−η/2, η/2]. The motion of particles is updated synchronously, i.e. first all average

orientations are computed and then particles are moved. The free parameters of the

Vicsek model are the speed v, the noise η, and the density ρ = N/L2.

2.2. The modified Vicsek model

In order to obtain milling, we modify two parameters:

(i) Field of view φ ∈ [0◦, 360◦]:

In the Vicsek model particles interact with all other particles that are around them

(Figure 1a). We limit the field of view φ, such that particles will have a blind angle

behind them (Figure 1b).

(ii) Maximal angular velocity ω ∈ [0◦/∆t, 180◦/∆t]:

In the Vicsek model there is no limitation on the angle particles can turn by (i.e.
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ω = 180◦/∆t). Here, we limit the particle rotation to the maximal angular velocity

ω.

Thus, equation 2 becomes

θi(t+ ∆t) =


〈θj(t)〉r,φ + ∆θi for |∆Θi| < ω∆t

θi(t) + ω∆t+ ∆θi for ∆Θi ≥ ω∆t

θi(t)− ω∆t+ ∆θi for ∆Θi ≤ −ω∆t

(3)

where 〈θj(t)〉r,φ denotes the average orientation of particles in the interaction range r = 1

and in the field of view φ (including particle i), and where ∆Θi ∈ [−180◦, 180◦] is the

difference in orientation between the current orientation and the average orientation of

the interacting particles (note that, if for example the current orientation θi = 10◦ and

the average orientation of the interacting particles 〈θj(t)〉r,φ = 350◦, then ∆Θi = −20◦).

At v = 0 particles are not moving. For v → ∞ we get complete mixing, and thus

no milling. Therefore, in order to obtain milling, the speed has to be low enough

(v∆t/r � 1) (see Figure A1 in the Appendix). Thus, the free parameters of the

modified Vicsek model are the ratio of speed over maximal angular velocity v/(rω)

(made adimensional dividing by r = 1), the field of view φ, the density ρ, and the noise

η.

We simulate the motion of N particles (up to N = 2000 at density ρ = N/L2 = 5)

in a quadratic box of size L = 20 (value chosen after having studied finite size effects,

see Section 3.1 and Figure 2). In the following, speed is expressed in units of r/∆t, and

angular velocity is expressed in degrees per time unit (◦/∆t). If not stated differently,

we vary the ratio between speed and maximal angular velocity v/(rω) keeping ω = 10

and varying the speed in the interval [0.05, 0.35]. In this way, for a given noise, we keep

the ratio between noise and maximal angular velocity η∆t/ω (made adimensional by

multiplying by ∆t) constant.

2.3. Measured quantities

We quantify milling by two quantities: the absolute value of the average normalized

velocity (the polar order parameter)

va =
1

N
|
N∑
i=1

ui| (4)

(ui = vi/v is the velocity unit vector), which is equal to one when all the particles

move in the same direction and zero when particles move in random directions, and the

average absolute value of the normalized angular momentum

ma =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|rcm,i × ui|
|rcm,i|

(5)

(note that in our model there are no masses and thus no mass is present in our definition

of angular momentum, and that since we consider two dimensions, the absolute value of

the cross product reads |a× b| = |a1b2− a2b1|) where |rcm,i| = |ri− rcm| is the distance
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Figure 2. Milling proportion pmill as a function of system size L, (computed over 100

runs, at φ = 180◦, v/(ωr) = 0.86, η∆t/ω = 0.5, ρ = 2.5).

of particle i to the center of mass of its cluster (or animal group). A cluster is defined as

a set of particles where the distance between particles is smaller than dc = 0.5. Thus, dc
is the pairwise distance used to judge whether two particles belong to the same cluster.

The value of dc has been chosen such that particles belonging to the same mill are

assigned to a single cluster, and particles belonging to different mills are assigned to

different clusters (i.e. in order to obtain a one-to-one correspondence between clusters

and mills). For this, we need to know the radius of mills. Our simulations show these

radii to be always close to the interaction range r = 1. A very small value of dc (like

dc = 0.1) results in particles which belong to the same mill not being assigned to the

same cluster. In the rare case of two mills being located very close together, for instance

with their centers at distance 3 (such that the distance between particles of different

mills can reach the value of 1, since the radius of the mill is 1), dc = 1 would classify

particles of the two different mills to a single cluster. Using a smaller value of dc prevents

this error. Therefore we arbitrarily choose dc = 0.5.

ma ranges from zero to one, and will be close to one when particles rotate in

mills. In order to detect particles rotating in mills, a threshold on ma alone does not

suffice: for instance, when particles form bands (Figure 8d), ma ' 0.9 and va ' 1.0. A

configuration with random positions and random orientation gives ma ' 0.6 and va ' 0.

When particles rotate in mills the average momentum is high and the average velocity

is low, ma > 0.75 and va < 0.5 (see Figure A2).

For each parameter setting, if not stated differently, we run 10 simulations for 2000

time steps, and measure the described quantities taking a time average over the last

500 steps (after 1500 steps the stationary state has been reached, see Figure A3). The

milling proportion pmill is the number of runs where the system is in the milling state

divided by the total number of runs.
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Figure 3. Milling proportion pmill as a function of the field of view φ and the ratio

between speed and maximal turning angle v/(rω) (we vary v and keep ω = 10◦/∆t

constant), for different noise and density values.

3. Results

3.1. Finite size effects

The modified Vicsek model with a limited field of view φ = 180◦ and a maximal angular

velocity of ω = 10◦/∆t, shows spontaneous emergence of milling. In order to choose the

system size for a detailed analysis the model exploring the parameter space, we perform a

preliminary study on finite size effects on milling. We measure the proportion of milling

pmill as a function of system size L (at field of view φ = 180◦, speed to maximal angular

velocity ratio v/(ωr) = 0.86, noise to maximal angular velocity ratio η∆t/ω = 0.5, and

density ρ = 2.5). The proportion of milling increases for L ≤ 20 and stays constant for

L ≥ 20 (Figure 2), such that L = 20 is the smallest system size which can be utilised

to study milling.

3.2. Milling

We investigate the modified Vicsek model measuring the milling proportion pmill as

a function of the field of view φ and the ratio between speed and maximal angular

velocity v/(rω) (for different noise and density values). The milling proportion is high

at intermediate field of view (φ ' 200◦) and when v/(rω) ' 1 (Figure 3 and Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Milling proportion pmill (computed over 200 runs) as a function of the

field of view φ (at η∆t/ω = 0.5, ρ = 2.5, v/(rω) = 1.03) (full circles), and milling

proportion pmill as a function of the ratio of speed over maximal angular velocity

v/(rω) (at η∆t/ω = 0.5, ρ = 2.5, φ = 180◦) (empty circles).
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Figure 5. Milling proportion pmill (computed over 200 runs) at φ = 180◦, ω = 10◦,

v/(ωr) = 1.03. Left: as a function of noise (ratio noise over maximal turning angle

η∆t/ω, ρ = 2.5) (Inset: zoom on same data). Right: as a function of density ρ

(η∆t/ω = 0.5).

Similar to the original Vicsek model, decreasing noise or increasing density leads to

a phase transition. In the original model this was a phase transition from the unordered

to the ordered state, in its modified version, it is a phase transition from the state of

non-milling to that of milling (Figure 5).

The number of mills that emerge spontaneously varies among different runs (with

same parameters). A single mill can emerge or multiple mills can emerge (which may

be also counter-rotating). The radius R of the mills is always of the order of magnitude

of the interaction range (R ∼ r, see Figure A3), and does not depend on the size L of

the system.

In order to give an intuitive explanation of the parameter range in which milling

emerges, we consider the ideal case of four particles placed at positions x1 = (R, 0), x2 =

(0, R), x3 = (−R, 0), x4 = (0,−R), with orientations θ1 = 90◦, θ2 = 180◦, θ3 = 270◦, θ4 =
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Figure 6. Sketch of the ideal starting configurations for milling: a) For N = 4

particles the speed v, the angular velocity ω, and the milling radius R have to satisfy

the condition v/(Rω) ' 1. The distance between particles is d = R
√

2, and thus

the milling radius has to be smaller than r/
√

2. b) For N � 1, mills with larger

radius (R � r) made by many more particles could exist. Starting from random

configurations, we mostly observe mills of radius R ' r, since it is more likely that

particles assume a configuration similar to (a) rather than a configuration similar to

(b).

0.25

0.50

0.75

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

v (Rω)

R

Figure 7. Emergence of milling in the ideal starting configuration of four particles

that are moving without noise: milling (circles) and no-milling (squares) as a function

of initial radius R and v/(Rω), (v = 0.03, φ = 180◦).

0◦ (Figure 6A). In order to interact with other particles, the radius of the mill R has to

be smaller than r/
√

2, where r = 1 is the interaction range (our unit of length), since

the smallest distance between particles is R
√

2.

At field of view φ = 360◦, particles interact with all the others, resulting in an

average orientation of zero, and in straight motion of all particles. Thus, a smaller field

of view is needed. For field of view 90◦ < φ < 270◦, each particle interacts with only

two particles, and the desired direction will be 90◦ to the left. (If the maximal angular

velocity ω is smaller than 90◦, the particle will rotate to the left by ω.)

In any uniform circular motion, and thus also to obtain milling, the relation

R = v/ω (6)

between the radius R, the speed v, and the angular velocity ω must be satisfied. At

v = 0.03, ω = 5, R = 0.34, such that v/(Rω) = 1, without noise, the four particles

show milling for field of view φ ∈ [105◦, 265◦] (data not shown). At field of view

φ = 180◦, without noise, v = 0.03, and R = 0.34, the four particle case shows milling

for 0.5 < v/(Rω) < 1.5, while increasing the milling radius to R = 0.7 we get milling
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Figure 8. Snapshots of simulations (N = 1000, L = 20, ρ = 2.5): a) Lines (φ = 10◦,

v/(rω) = 1.03, η∆t/ω = 0), b) Mills (φ = 180◦, v/(rω) = 1.03, η∆t/ω = 0.5), c)

Flocks (φ = 360◦, v/(rω) = 1.03, η∆t/ω = 0.5), d) Fronts (φ = 10◦, v/(rω) = 0.29,

η∆t/ω = 0.5), e) Bands (φ = 180◦, v/(rω) = 2.00, η∆t/ω = 4.5).

for a smaller range of maximal angular velocity, 0.5 < v/(Rω) < 1.0 (Figure 7). The

value of v/(Rω) can also slightly differ from one, since in the four-particle case milling

is not always an uniform circular motion, but the milling radius can actually oscillate.

The ideal case with four particles shows that the field of view has to be smaller than

that of the Vicsek model (φ < 360◦), and that the milling radius R has to be smaller

than the interaction range r, R < r/
√

2 < r. Furthermore, it shows that the quantity

v/(rω) has to be close to one.

Yet, we can imagine a mill with larger radius (R� r) made by many more particles

(Figure 6b). Given the circle radius R and the number of particles N , the distance

between particles d is given by trigonometric relations, and must be smaller than the

interaction range r = 1, it reads d =
√

2R2(1− cos(γ)), where γ = 360◦/N is the angle

formed by two neighboring particles and the center of the circle. At R = 70, with

N = 70 particles, and at v/(ωR) = 1, milling emerges for φ ∈ [10◦, 355◦].

Starting from a random configuration, it is though more likely that only four

particles assume a configuration of milling similar to Figure 6a, rather than that many

particles do so (Figure 6b). That is why the observed milling radii are of the same order

of magnitude of the interaction range, R ' r.

3.3. Other emergent patterns of collective motion

Besides milling, in nature, animal groups show many other collective patterns [1]. Most

are seen also in our minimal model (Figure 8). These different patterns are stable,

and their emergence depends on density, noise, field of view and ratio of speed to

angular velocity (Figure 9). For instance, at density ρ = 2.5 and without noise (η = 0),

we observe lines (particles moving in the same direction one behind the other, Figure

8a) at small field of view (φ ' 10◦). These emerge because particles align only with

particles in front of them. Mills (Figure 8b) emerge at intermediate field of view and

intermediate ratio of speed to maximal angular velocity (φ ' 180◦, 0.5 ≤ v/(rω) ≤ 1.5).

For other values of field of view and ratio of speed to maximal angular velocity, we

observe polarized groups (Figure 8c).

Increasing the ratio of noise to maximal angular velocity to η∆t/ω = 0.5, causes
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Figure 9. Phase diagrams as a function of the field of view φ and the ratio between

speed and maximal angular velocity, v/(rω). For density ρ = 2.5 and different noise

values: η∆t/ω = 0 (a), η∆t/ω = 0.5 (b), η∆t/ω = 4.5 (c), η∆t/ω = 9.0 (d). Vertical

lines: lines, full circles: stable milling, empty circles: unstable milling, full squares:

flocks, triangles: fronts, empty squares: bands, stars: disordered state.

particles to rotate more, and therefore, at low ratio of speed to maximal angular velocity,

fronts emerge (particles originally in small groups, splitting, Figure 8d and 9b). At

higher speed lines are still present. Increasing the ratio of noise to maximal angular

velocity from η∆t/ω = 0.5 to η∆t/ω = 4.5, lines and fronts disappear, while bands

(particles moving in the same direction one next to the other, Figure 8e) emerge in

many regions of the parameter space (Figure 9c). At high noise and small field of view

(η∆t/ω = 4.5, φ = 10◦), a disordered state where particles have random orientations is

observed. Increasing the noise further (η∆t/ω ≥ 9), the disordered state will invade the

entire parameter space (Figure 9d).

4. Discussion

We have shown that models based on only alignment can show milling. In the modified

Vicsek model, milling spontaneously emerges from a random starting configuration if

the field of view of individuals is reduced to intermediate values (φ ∼ 200◦), and if the

maximal angular velocity is reduced such that the ratio of speed to maximal angular

velocity v/(rω) ∼ 1.

The necessity of limiting the field of view of particles to obtain milling is in line with

findings by Barberis and Peruani [11] for a model based on attraction only. Further, a
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decrease of the field of view has been shown to result in milling that is more robust (i.e.

for a wider range of parameters) in a model with avoidance, alignment, and attraction

[18] and in a model with attraction only it has been shown to result in milling with

more complex shapes [9].

Yet, in contrast to our findings, there are also other models, where milling emerges

for individuals with a complete field of view (φ = 360◦) [9, 18, 19, 24, 25]. All these

models are not based on alignment only, but include more interaction types, such as

alignment or avoidance, or both.

After sufficient simulation time, our system always reaches either a stable milling

state or a stable non-milling state. We do not observe oscillations between milling

and non-milling states, as have been shown by Gautrais and coworkers [19]. These

oscillations may be attributed to the presence of attraction-interaction and complete

field of view (φ = 360◦) in that model. The precise mechanisms that lead to this critical

instability remain unclear, however.

The observed behavior of individuals in models of collective motion (self-propelled

particle models) resembles much the motion of real animals: models can be built to

mimic the motion of rod-like bacteria such as E. coli (using for example elongated

particles and excluded-volume interactions) [30, 31, 32] or rather to mimic the motion

of fish in schools (using for example avoidance, alignment and attraction interactions) [6].

Our findings indicate that if fish were only aligning with school members, their limited

field of view [33], and limited maximal angular velocity [34] already would induce them

to form circular mills. In nature, however, we see more complex shapes of mills than

circular mills: mills can have elliptic and irregular shapes, and can vary in both their

diameter and their thickness [15, 16]. Our model does not reproduce these non-circular

mills. Non-circular mills are for instance generated in models where individuals interact

only via attraction [9, 10, 11], and in models that include avoidance, alignment, and

attraction [17, 18, 19]. The variation in shape (non-circular mills) observed in nature

may therefore be due to the contribution of further interactions beyond alignment, like

avoidance and attraction.

In nature, fish form mills which extend in all the three spatial dimensions.

In computational models, milling has been shown in models in two dimensions

[9, 11, 19, 24, 25], as well as in three dimensions [18]. An open question is if (and

how) our results extend to three dimensions, namely if in three dimensions milling can

be obtained making use of alignment only.

5. Conclusions

Milling, a rotating circular formation of individuals, is a pattern of collective motion

that has often been observed in nature. Several theoretical models, which mostly

include attraction, alignment, and avoidance, have produced milling behaviour, but

the emergence of milling has never been studied in models of self-propelled particles

with alignment only.
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Figure A1. Milling proportion pmill as a function of speed v at constant ratio of

speed to maximal angular velocity v/(rω) = 0.9 (computed over 100 runs, at φ = 180◦,

η∆t/ω = 0, ρ = 2.5).

Here we have shown for the first time that making minimal modifications to the

Vicsek model, a model of self-propelled particles based on alignment only, milling can

be obtained. We have demonstrated that by reducing the field of view and reducing the

maximal angular velocity, milling spontaneously emerges.

Our results are of theoretical interest and practical relevance, since they give insight

in the mechanisms underlying the spontaneous emergence of circular motion in living

systems of self-propelled particles.
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Appendix

Appendix A.1. Speed range choice

In order to obtain milling, the speed has to be larger than zero but small enough

(v∆t/r � 1), since at v = 0 particles do not move and thus do not mill, while for

v →∞ we get complete mixing, and thus no milling. We measure the milling proportion

as a function of particle speed, at constant speed to maximal angular velocity ratio

v/(rω) = 0.9, for particles moving without noise. We note that for v > 0.3 the milling

proportion starts to decrease and is zero for v > 0.45 (Figure A1). Therefore we have

chosen to perform our investigation using ω = 10◦/∆t and 0.05 ≤ v ≤ 0.35 (velocities

are expressed in units of r/∆t).

Appendix A.2. Milling state

As discussed in Section 2.3, in order to detect particles rotating in mills, a threshold on

ma alone does not suffice. When particles rotate in mills, the average momentum ma is
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Figure A2. Average velocity va and average momentum ma for different collective

patterns. The angular velocity and the particle density are constant, ω = 10◦/∆t

and ρ = 2.5 (system size L = 20). Vertical lines: lines (φ = 10◦, lines which have

smaller ma are obtained without noise (η∆t/ω = 0), while lines which have ma ' 0.6

are obtained with noise η∆t/ω = 0.5), circles: stable milling (v/(rω) = 1.5 and

v/(rω) = 0.5, φ = 180◦, η∆t/ω = 0.5), full squares: flocks (v/(rω) = 1.5, φ = 360◦,

η∆t/ω = 0.5), triangles: fronts (v/(rω) = 0.5, φ = 10◦, η∆t/ω = 0.5), empty squares:

bands (v/(rω) = 1.5, φ = 180◦ and φ = 90◦, η∆t/ω = 4.5), stars: disordered state

(disordered states with va > 0.1 are obtained with v/(rω) = 1.5, φ = 360◦, η∆t/ω = 9,

while disordered states with va < 0.1 are obtained with v/(rω) = 1.5, φ = 360◦,

η∆t/ω = 18).

larger than 0.75 and the average velocity va is smaller than 0.5 (see Figure A2). The

disordered state with high rotational noise (η∆t/ω = 18) corresponds to ma ' 0.6 and

va ' 0, the disordered state with lower rotational noise (η∆t/ω = 9) corresponds to

ma ' 0.6 and va ' 0.6, bands happen at ma ≥ 0.7 and va ≥ 0.9, flocks at 0.5 ≤ ma ≤ 0.7

and va ≥ 0.9, lines without noise (η∆t/ω = 0) at ma ≤ 0.4 and va ≥ 0.9, lines

with noise (η∆t/ω = 0.5) at ma ' 0.6 and va ≥ 0.8, and fronts at ma ' 0.6 and

va ' 0.5 (see Figure A2). There is no general (i.e. with all collective patterns) one-to-

one correspondence between the measured values of ma and va and collective patterns,

as the overlap between fronts and disordered state, as well as the overlap between lines

and flocks show. Though the correspondence is one-to-one if we consider the values of

ma and va and milling/non-milling state (milling ⇐⇒ va < 0.5 and ma > 0.75).

Appendix A.3. Number of time-steps and stationary state

The results presented in section 3 have been obtained running simulations of 2000 steps

and taking time averages of the average velocity and average momentum in the last 500

steps, having made sure that the stationary state has been already reached (see Figure

A3). The relaxation times of the system reaching the milling state and the relaxation

times of the system reaching other collective patterns are similar.
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Figure A3. Average velocity va (dashed blue line), average momentum ma (dashed

black line), average distance from cluster center R (dashed green line), and their time

averages (solid lines) over the previous 500 steps as a function of simulation time t

(for t < 500 the average is performed from 0 to t). Particles reach a milling state,

φ = 180◦, v/(rω) = 0.8, η∆t/ω = 0.5, ρ = 2.5.
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